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Hi i attended the bairnsdale consultation And As i Said on the Day HERB should 
b treated Liké grapes Any ONE Can grow THEM För Personal consumption Büt 
As Soon As Ü Want TŐ Sell It Tő The Public ITS neccessary TŐ b tested För 
quallity So creating further employment áreas There Is NO DOUTING THE 
TRUTHFULL FACT THAT MARIHUANA ISNT THE EVIL WÈÉD ITS BEEN 
PORTRAYED AS EVER SINCE MONEY HUNGRY PRESCRIPTION DRUG 
COMPANIES HAVE BEEN AROUND BECAUSE THEY CARNT PATENT THE 
NUMEROUS AMOUNTS OF THE TOTAL PLANT ÀS A FORM OF A MEDICIANALY  
VIABLE MEDICINE IE THEY CARNT MAKE A MEDICINE THAT COPYRIGHT CAN 
MAKE PROFITABLE  WE R ALL BORN WITH AN ENDOCANNABANOID SYSTEM 
THAT IS MEANT TŐ B ÜSED BY ÜS INGESTING CANNABIS AND THIS HAS BÈÉN 
HAPPENING FÖR THOUSANDS OF YEARS RIGHT ÜP TILL SOMEBODY DECIDED 
THEY NEW BETTER AND THE FACT THEY COULDNT CONTROLL ITS SALE AND 
MONEY MAKEING POSITION DEEMED IT A POISION / NARCOTIC . MONEY 
FROM TAX RAISED FROM THE SALE OF RECREATIONAL WÈÉD (MARIHUANA) 
HAS BÈÉN AN INCREADABLE BOOST TŐ THE ECONEMEE OF THE STATES  
INSTEAD OF GOING TŐ THE BLACKMARKET Big Pharma Wont Support The 
ReEmergence of its nemisis archenemy And As a NUMBER of people suspect 
ARE The Reason Behind Wèéds demize indeed  

 

Why is an Australian trial needed? Numerous trials have been done elsewhere 
in the world to prove it's efficacy in treating many illnesses, so don't we 
recognise their expertise? According to the W.H.O. over 200 million people 
used cannabis last year worldwide without a single death to toxicity so we 
know it is 'safe' for human consumption. So why even more delay by running a 
"trial"? These laws have ALWAYS been based on lies and those lies have now 
all been exposed by the science that has been done around the world. Not one 
thing that has been claimed about the "dangers" of cannabis has been shown 
to be true. 
Cannabis does not cause cancer, it CURES it. 
Cancers are due to damage to CB2 receptors in the body caused by either 
radiation, toxin or virus attack. Cannabis repairs the receptors so the body can 
kill the cancer. 
Cannabis does not cause mental illness, it TREATS it. 
THC is a neuroprotectant and antioxidant, it can cause NO harm to the human 
body. What THC can do is expose an already existing endocannabinoid 



deficiency in the CB1 receptors in the brain. Even without using Cannabis a 
person with this deficiency will develop one form of mental illness or other due 
to not being able to naturally down regulate the action of the body's own 
version of THC, Anandamide, as someone without the deficiency does. CBD 
down modulates the agonist (THC) and is therefore a treatment for the 
deficiency to relieve the symptoms but not something to fix the underlying 
cause (usually diet coupled with DNA). Whole plant cannabis extract from 
fertilised female plants containing both THC and CBD can rebuild the receptors 
and repair the DNA issues that cause the deficiency in the first place. Same 
thing works on cancers which are due to CB2 deficiency. 

Cannabis is an herbaceous plant. 
It lists in the botanical guides in the same family as Hops, Cannabaceae. 
Cannabis has had a known medicinal use for nearly 5000 years having been 
listed in early Chinese writings as one of the major medicinal herbs. In all that 
time there is not a single recorded incident of fatal cannabis poisoning 
occurring. The W.H.O. has stated that it is impossible to fatally overdose on 
Cannabis. This is due to the LD50 (the ratio between a medicinally effective 
dose and the dose that would kill 50% of the population) of cannabis being 
greater than 1:20000 which is actually an higher LD50 than that of potable 
water! 
It's safety for human consumption is on par with lettuce! 
As Cannabis is non-toxic to the human body it's inclusion under the poisons 
schedule is arbitrary and perverse. Cannabis MUST be de-scheduled 
immediately. The reasons for this are simple. 

It is not a poison, so it should not list as a poison. 
It is not a narcotic, so it should not list as a narcotic. 
It is not a drug of dependence, so it should not list as a drug of dependence. 

Cannabis should fall under the Agriculture Department for commercial supply 
of it's fibre and seed and raw ingredients for medical use to suitably equipped 
industrial facilities. Food safety standards should be imposed through out the 
processing of all cannabis in order to prevent contamination of the medical and 
food parts of the plant. 

Same rules as grapes. Simple. 
You can grow as many grapes as you want, no licence; 
You can make as many of those grapes into wine as you want, no licence; 
You can consume that wine and share it with your friends, no licence; 
But the moment you wish to sell that wine for public consumption you must 
get a licence and prove it is meets food safety standards. 
Same rules should apply to Cannabis. A simple model that works well and with 
which the community is highly familiar. 
Commercial distribution would occur from licensed premises (which would NOT 
be allowed to distribute alcohol). 

If noone can show why this should not be the model for the laws around 
cannabis then to call for "trials for medical cannabis" is just more of the same 
crap they have spun about for nearly a century. 



If anyone does not support complete and IMMEDIATE REPEAL of prohibition 
then you are a prohibitionist and deserve nothing but contempt because your 
opinion is based on lies not reality. 
The "principle of legality" dictates that in order for a law to be valid it must not 
be based on a lie. The parliament is not free to pass a law that says black is 
white! Yet with the current cannabis laws that is what we have in place. They 
commit perjury every time they charge some one with "cultivate possess or 
use a drug of dependence namely cannabis" It is not a drug of dependence, it 
is not a narcotic, It is not a poison, it is a nontoxic medicinal herb which is in 
fact safer than water! They list it under the Drugs poisons and controlled 
substances act and make it harder to get than arsenic. They lie to the court 
and then find you guilty of their lie. It is not justice or law it is straight up 
fraud. 
Any law based on lies is an abomination and any judge/magistrate that 
upholds the dicates of the parliament above the human rights of the individual 
and enforces a law based on lies is a despot and needs to be hung. 
Wilful ignorance is NOT plausible denyability! 

 

 


